Postcolonial and Diaspora Studies Seminar – General Reading List

*Ordered thematically

Compiled by Sibyl Adam, with thanks to Hannah Kershaw, Sarah Arens, Peter Cherry, Justine Seran, Frauke Matthes, David Farrier, Sam Perks.

**History of Postcolonialism, Guides, Introductions**


**General Texts**

Bhabha, Homi, *The Location of Culture* (London; New York: Routledge, 1994).


Critiques, Problems, Queries

Wilson, Janet et.al. (eds.) Rerouting the Postcolonial (New York; London: Routledge, 2010)

Diaspora, Travel, Migrations


Theories & Textual Practices 2015/16 – Sibyl Adam


**Cultural Translation & Travel Writing**


**Materialist Interpretations**


**Feminism, Gender**


bell hooks, *Ain’t I a Woman?: Black Women and Feminism* (Boston: South End Press, 1982).


**Ecocriticism**


**Indigeneity**


